Accuracy and clinical usefulness of intracerebral hemorrhage grading scores: a direct comparison in a UK population.
Various grading scores to predict survival after intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) have been described. We aimed to test the accuracy and clinical usefulness of 3 well-known scores (original ICH score, modified ICH score, and ICH grading scale) in a large unselected cohort of typical ICH patients. A total of 1364 ICH cases were referred to our center from January 1, 2008, to October 17, 2010. Clinical details were prospectively recorded, and the first computed tomography brain scan was retrospectively reviewed to determine ICH volume and location and to identify intraventricular hemorrhage. The original ICH, ICH grading scale, and modified ICH score were calculated. Receiver operating characteristic and decision curves for 30-day mortality were generated. A total of 1175 patients were included in the final analysis. All 3 scores and the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) divided cases into groups with highly significant differences in mortality. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was very similar for original ICH (0.861), ICH grading scale (0.874), and GCS (0.872), but was less for modified ICH score (0.824). Age was much less predictive (0.565). Combining GCS with age, log ICH volume, and intraventricular hemorrhage to derive a multifactorial risk of death at 30 days significantly increased the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (0.897). All scores and GCS demonstrated a similar net benefit for threshold probabilities of 10% to 95%. Above 95%, the net benefit of GCS became inferior to the prognostic scores. Although existing grading scores are highly predictive of 30-day mortality, GCS alone was as predictive in our cohort, but age was not.